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May 25, 2023 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

Attn: Andrew French, Project Leader; Steve Agius, Refuge Manager 

300 Westgate Center Drive 

Hadley, MA 01035-9587 

 

Re: Silvio O. Conte National Fish and Wildlife Refuge Recreational Hunting and 

Fishing Plan for New Hampshire and Vermont,  

Position:  Support for Alternative B, with Further Recommendations 

 

Mr. Andrew French and Mr. Steve Agius,  

My name is Fred Bird, and I am the New England States Assistant Manager for the Congressional 

Sportsmen’s Foundation (CSF). As a New Hampshire resident and avid sportsman who regularly hunts 

in both New Hampshire and Vermont, I write to you in support of Alternative B for the Silvio O. Conte 

National Fish and Wildlife Refuge (Refuge) Recreational Hunting and Fishing Plan for New Hampshire 

and Vermont (2023 Plan). Alternative B would “expand the dog training season to follow the Vermont 

State dog training season” and align the use of dogs “with State regulations for hunting and training on 

the Putney Mountain Unit,” thereby affording sportsmen and women the opportunities that they once 

enjoyed prior to the implementation of the restrictive 2021 Final Plan. CSF also offers two 

recommendations: a removal of the Special Use Permit requirement when hunting over two dogs and 

the reauthorization of night hunting across the Refuge. Our nation’s sportsmen and women have a 

tenured history of supporting the conservation efforts of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and 

Alternative B would fully return the sporting opportunities on the Refuge to the baseline that was in 

place prior to the adoption of the 2021 Final Plan.  

Founded in 1989, CSF is the informed authority across outdoor issues and serves as the primary conduit 

for influencing public policy. Working with the Congressional Sportsmen's Caucus (CSC), the 

Governors Sportsmen's Caucus (GSC), and the National Assembly of Sportsmen's Caucuses (NASC), 

CSF gives a voice to hunters, anglers, recreational shooters, and trappers on Capitol Hill and throughout 

state capitols advocating on vital outdoor issues that are the backbone of our nation's conservation legacy. 

In July 2021, CSF submitted a letter of support with recommendations (Addendum I) to the FWS relative 

to the 2021 Original Plan. Several months later, the FWS released a Final Refuge Plan that caught the 

entire sporting industry by surprise, as it included three significant changes that were not initially 
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proposed which the community was unable to provide comment on prior to the rule going into effect. 

Those changes included: requiring a Special Use Permit when hunting with more than two dogs; 

restricting the use of dogs only for their use when hunting ruffed grouse at the Putney Mountain Unit; 

and limiting the length of the dog training season and only allowing dog training if the trainer possesses 

a Special Use Permit. In addition to this, the Final Refuge Plan prohibited night hunting, except by 

Special Use Permit at the Nulhegan Basin Division – something that CSF had addressed in its July letter. 

In response to these limitations, CSF sent the FWS a letter of opposition (Addendum II) in March 2022 

that highlighted concerns with both the substance and the process by which the FWS released the Final 

Refuge Plan. In April 2022, CSF received a response letter from FWS (Addendum III) that spoke to the 

concerns raised by CSF but concluded that “The changes that were made to the Plan were minor.” CSF 

thanks the FWS for now reopening the rule making process for this Plan and submits the following 

comments for consideration as a matter of public record. 

Support for Alternative B: Expansion of the Dog Training Season 

The most recent proposal states that “Alternative B would expand the dog training season to follow the 

Vermont State dog training season which occurs in the months of June, July, August, and September.” 

In Addendum III, the FWS claimed that the dog training season was restricted in the 2021 Plan to “limit 

disturbance to wildlife, specifically ground/shrub nesting migratory birds during the breeding season as 

a way for the activity to be compatible as required by the National Wildlife Refuge System Improvement 

Act.” While the stated purpose of this provision may be to prevent potential nest degradation to ground 

nesting fowl, there has been no information presented as to the effects of disturbance by domesticated 

dogs on ground nesting fowl within the Refuge. Common furbearing predators such as raccoon, 

opossum, fox species, as well as nongame species of egg eating reptiles and avian predators are all 

present within the Refuge. Instead of restricting the time dogs may be trained, we recommend that the 

FWS implement proven trapping programs, such as “hotspot trapping,” within the Refuge to mitigate 

such nest degradation as well as improve the health and population balance of game species.1 

Additionally, existing trapping methods are well proven to manage populations of predators keeping the 

health and size of the population consistent with state species targets and management plans. As such, 

CSF is recommending a trapping program be implemented within the Refuge. 

Support for Alternative B: Expansion of Dog Use at Putney Mountain Unit 

In Addendum III, the FWS stated that “records for the property (Putney Mountain Unit) do not indicate 

the consistent presence of waterfowl or upland birds (excluding ruffed grouse).” Our issue with this 

restriction is that opportunities to take other game species with the use of dogs in the Unit have been 

entirely removed. Upland hunters in pursuit of ruffed grouse will typically also take the opportunity to 

harvest Woodcock migrating throughout the region to southern wintering grounds. It is well established 

that the two species occupy, and frequent similar habitats. It is perplexing why the taking of woodcock 

with dogs in the Putney Mountain Unit is prohibited based purely on “USFWS records” when there 

would be no measurable change in potential impacts since the hunters and their dogs are already on the 

landscape in pursuit of ruffed grouse.  

Additionally, other small game species legal to take in Vermont are not accounted for in the Putney 

Mountain Unit but should be included in keeping with Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department (VFWD) 

 
1 “New Trapping Technique Revolutionizing Delta’s Predator Management.” Delta Waterfowl. Accessed on May 23, 2023. 

Available at: https://deltawaterfowl.org/giving-ducks-a-fighting-chance/. 

https://deltawaterfowl.org/giving-ducks-a-fighting-chance/
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regulations are raccoon, rabbit or hare, grey squirrel, and eastern coyote. All four game species, managed 

by VFWD for population health and carrying capacity, may be pursued with the aid of trained dogs on 

state and private lands in Vermont, and opportunities to do so should be available at this Unit. 

Finally, given the presence of wetlands in the northeastern corner of the Unit, regardless of whether the 

Unit has a “consistent presence of waterfowl,” sportsmen and women should be allowed to pursue them 

within the Putney Mountain Unit. Greater efforts should be made to remain consistent with the state 

regulations and not limiting opportunities for sportsmen and women within the Refuge. 

Further Recommendation: Removal of Special Use Permit Requirement When Hunting Over 

More Than Two Dogs 

In Addendum III, the FWS stated that “across the State of Vermont between State and Federal wildlife 

agencies, both agencies require permits for training hunting dogs on public lands.” However, the Special 

Use Requirement that the FWS introduced in the 2021 Final Plan did not relate to training – it is required 

while hunting over more than two dogs; to compare the two is a mistake. Vermont’s state hunting 

regulations require a permit for hunting over dogs in one case – while hunting bear – a move ushered in 

after years of state-level negotiations between the sporting and non-consumptive communities. CSF’s 

recommendation to the FWS is that it remove the Special Use Permit requirement when hunting over 

more than two dogs in order to better align itself with Vermont hunting regulations. 

Further Recommendation: Reauthorizing Night Hunting 

As CSF first recommended in Addendum I, in the pursuit of certain furbearing species, such as coyotes 

and raccoons, a hunter’s success often hinges on the ability to head afield at night. Both New Hampshire 

and Vermont permit sportsmen and women to hunt certain species in the post-dusk hours, and we suggest 

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to revise the proposed plan to remain consistent with the practices 

that are currently in place in both states. State fish and wildlife agencies, such as the New Hampshire 

Fish and Game Department and the VFWD, recognize the importance of allowing night hunting for 

certain furbearing species – from both a sporting perspective and the management of the state’s wildlife. 

These departments are experts at balancing the interests of the sporting community and other recreational 

consumers, and they continue to permit night hunting; therefore, we encourage the FWS to do the same. 

Additionally, in Addendum III, the FWS states that “For over twenty years, night hunting has been an 

allowed use at the Nulhegan Basin Division. Based on existing records, no requests have been made in 

over a decade for a permit to hunt at night.” The purpose for this permit requirement was to allow “refuge 

staff to communicate with hunters about the occupied dwellings on the refuge and safety concerns 

pertaining to the discharge of firearms at night on public land.” However, if the FWS has no records of 

hunters applying for this permit, then there currently is no impact. Prohibiting night hunting is removing 

potential opportunities for other sportsmen and women who may choose to exercise that option in the 

future – an action that is unwarranted. 

In light of the reasons above, I am submitting this testimony in support of Alternative B with additional 

recommendations. CSF thanks the FWS’ for its historic role in conservation and greatly appreciates the 

decision to reopen the public comment period. Should you require additional information on this, or 

other sportsmen-related topics, please feel free to contact me at any time. 
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Sincerely, 

 

Fred Bird 

Assistant Manager, New England States | Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation 

110 North Carolina Ave, SE | Washington, DC 20003 

fbird@congressionalsportsmen.org | 202-938-1492 

 

Attachments 

Addendum I: CSF testimony in support of the Silvio O. Conte NWR Recreational Hunting 

and Fishing Plan from July 2021. 

Addendum II: CSF Letter of opposition for the Silvio O. Conte National Fish and Wildlife 

Refuge Final Plan from March 2022. 

Addendum III:  FWS response letter to CSF. 
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